






THE FORCE OF EVIL 

THE FORCE OF GOOD HAS 

24 megs. With rendered 

graphics. Battery backup. 

A hero and his shape¬ 

changing dog. Ancient 

civilizations, prehistoric 

jungles, medieval king¬ 

doms, futuristic cities. 

All on one strange planet. 

Discover the Secret of 

Evermore. And remember 

to put on your game 

face, ’cause this one 

ain't going to be pretty. 
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The knight's a pathological liar 

apunze izop renic 

azing again 

Forget the sword. Bring a psychiatrist 









Batman Forever is Acclaim’s first 
entry in the arcade market. 
STORY BEGINS ON PAGE 81! 

COVER STORY 

TENTS 
NINTENDO'S NEW 64-BIT SYSTEM 
CHANGES THE GAMING MARKET! 

he early levels start out scrolling left to right, hut you will 
lino yourself battling enemies that also scroll up and down." 
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r favorites from Street Fighter', Street Fighter II" end Final Fight", Three are vicious new additions with blazing speed 

ret moves. It adds up to a new walk an the dangerous side of the street. Now located right in your neighborhood., 



THE BEST VIDEO-GAME NEWS 

M21/2 IN 1998, 

Wd 
Hawkins 
talks 
about 
how 

tho M2 
can be 

improved 
Ulitll f||0 
mill Ini 

WWH IIIUII 

Of DVD. 

he EGHf editors ECM: Lo 

the company will be heat 
over the next few years. 
While 3DO has 
licensed the rights 
to the M2 technol¬ 
ogy to Matsushita, 
3D0 CEO Trip 

do you see happening to 
deo-game machines? 

Trip: Within five years anybody 
who wants to buy a game sys¬ 
tem will be buying a box that 
basically is a combination of a 

! Super Density (SD) movie 
player and a 
game system. 
Anyone trying to 
sell a high- per¬ 
formance game 
system separate 

of the new multi- 

begin to unfold in 1996 wil Digital Video Disc? 
Trip: Yes, if you look at 
movie product, it will do 
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TRIP SPEAKS OUT 

higher resolution video than 
any current analog technolo¬ 
gy, all on one disc. 

of the DVD drives? 
Trip: Within a few years they 
will approach the cost of an 
audio CD drive. 

DVD Technical Specs: 

Disc Diameter: 120 mm (5 inches) 
Disc Thickness: 1.2 mm (0.6 mm x2) 
Memory Capacity: 4.7 Gigabytes/ 

Numerical Aperture: 0.6 
Image Compression: MPEG-2 digital 
Audio: Dolby AC-3 (5.1 channels), 
LPCM for NTSC and MPEG audio 
Running Time (movies) 133 minutes 

er side 

a CPU to manage thi 
BCM. How does it f 
game market? 
Trip: Matsushita is nc 
markets. What happens if we and a custom chip to do our 
put them [DVD and game sys- custom graphics that, by the 
tern] both into the same prod- way, already includes the 
uct? In a DVD machine there is MPEG decoder. When you’ri 
a DVD drive, 2 megabytes of finished with all this, the incr 
RAM, an MPEG decoder chip mental cost initially is arounc 

$100. But, once you get it 
into volume it declines to 
about $50. Furthermore, 

ystems in one. Not only 
tat, the game system will 
se a disc that has seven 
mes more capacity, MPEG- 
video quality and a trans¬ 

fer rate seven times faster than 
a CD drive. These will be prod¬ 
ucts that almost every home 

future products? 
Trip: With DVD established as 
a movie standard and the M2 

MAKE SATURN GAMES? 
3d that Psygnosis could j , 
e of the firs, PlayStation I J i systems jus, as they did for 

the Genesis and Super NES a 

Kalinske stated that: “We 
gave Sony the months of 

we will be stronger through 
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Coverage • News • Tricks 

Tony Daniel, artist on Spawn. (HERO) 

The Marvel/DC Amalagam! (HERO) 

Feature on new Star Wars prequels. (Cinescape) 

Exclusive downloadable screen shots ot 

Your Gateway To Gaming " * 
News On The Internet. 



$ EASY $ 
MONEY 

EGM BRINGS YOU 
BIG SAYINGS EACH 

AND EVERY MONTH! 

10 OFF 
SAVE $10 ON THESE AND ANY 

OTHER TITLE AVAILABLE WHEN YOU 
BUY DIRECTLY FROM US AT DATA EAST! 

CALL (408) 286-7080 EXT. 23 OR 

Sufi DA' 
BKI.EA! 

COUPON TO DATA EAST 

SEE BACK FOR DETAILS 

Don’t let video game 
boredom ruin your day. 
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PlayStation 

You jrnow that dream you’ve always had of playing professional 
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playstation virtual boy 
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QUARTERMANN'S CHEAT SHEET 

Shizumaru Hisamc 1 | Rimnerel 
Chivalry 

► A y A-< + Slash • Scarlet Sword Downpour Thrust 

A y A ► + A • Scarlet Sword Hailfire 

(During Jump) f + C • Scarlet Sword Rains of Time 
(During Jump) ^ + C • Scarlet Sword Deadly Drizzle 

◄ f A + Slash • Scarlet Sword Windshear Slice 
y A ► + Slash • Scarlet Sword Mist Blast 

Chivalry 

yA^>- +C • Kamui Shtokke 
AY +A • Konril Myu 

YA ► + Slash • Lupu Quail 
► Y-V + A • Konrul Nonril 

Treachery 

► or A + AB • Lupu Thomumu 
(During Jump)►Ay + A • Konril Shiayu 

►AyA^+D -LupuDeMu 
Any Slash Button Repeatedly • Lupun Oh 

Gaira Caffeine Basara Kubikiri 
Chivalry 

y>^+A -Nag Blast 
► y A + Slash • Victory Riser 

y y + AB • Earthquake Assault 
y A + B • Hard Head Grabber 

Treachery 

(During Jump) y + D • One Hundred Dropper 
yA-«+A -Nag Blast 

y A ► + AB . Heaven Heart Slicer 

Chivalry 
(During Jump) Y + D • Stabbing Feet 

-.AYA^ + A -Friendly Rip 
►A Y A-< + Slash • Shadow Stitcher 

-»AY>+C -Soul of the Beast 

Treachery 

-•AY-*.*- +A -Friendly Rip 
► A Y A + Slash • Shadow Exit 

Y A-* + D • Shadow Sucker 
► ► + Any Button • Shadow Feint 

Shiro Tokisada Amakusa Ukqo Tachibana 
Chivalry 

T -V ► + Slash • Holy Spirit Slicer 
► ^ A YA. ► + C, Jump, then Slash • Dark Destroyer 

►AY +C • Judgment Blow 
► + Slash • Phoenix Flash 

-<AY-V^+D •Evil Hornet Gouge 
YA*- + Slash -Underworld Lord Blast 

A + A • Miasma Plasma 

Chivalry 

y A ◄ + Slash • Concealed Sabre Snowfall Slash 
(During Jump) A yA ► + C • Concealed Sabre Swallow Swipe 

y A ► + Slash • Concealed Sabre Haze Hack 
► A y A -< + C, then A • Concealed Sabre Heaven’s Gates 

Treachery 

◄ ► + A • Concealed Sabre Skylark Swipe 
(During Jump) A VA ► + C • Concealed Sabre Swallow Swipe 

A y A -< ► + Slash • Concealed Sabre Dream Mist 
► y A + Slash • Concealed Sabre Heat Flash 



Nakoruru I Genjuro Kibagami 

►AYA-« +A • LeLashe 

Treachery 

► YA + D • Lela 0 Chikiri 
YA-« +D • Wolf Pounce 

(After Wolf Pounce) -<AY + C • Myu Shikite 
(After Wolf Pounce) Y A ► + C • Kanto Shikite 

Chivalry 

Y A ► + Slash x3 • Triple Death Hack 
Y A ◄ + Slash • Cherry Blossom Slice 

Y A + C • Death Drops 
►AT + Slash • Scarlet Slash 

Treachery 

► AY + Slash • Lightning Wings 

Y A ► + Slash x3 • Three Heavens Death 
► AY + Slash * Purple Sunset 

Haohmaru Galford 

Chivalry 
Y A ► + Slash • Secret Cyclone Stash 

► > Y A + Slash • Secret Crescent Moon Slash 
Y A + Slash • Secret Earthquake Slice 

(During Jump) Y A ► + Slash • Secret Flying Cyclone Slash 

Treachery 

T A ► + Slash • Secret Cyclone Homicide Slash 
► AY A + Slash • Secret Crescent Moon Slash 

T A ► + D • Typhoon Wave 
Y>^^ +C ‘Serene Slash 

Chivalry 
Y A ► + Slash . Plasma Blade 
►YA +C -Rolling Crush 
Y A + A • Rush Dog 
T A ■* + C - Replica Dog 

Treachery 

► >YA»- + A or B • Shadow Copy 
► Y A + D • Striking Heads 
► Y A + C • Lightning Slash 

Har\zo Hattori Kqoshiro Senrqo 

YA-* + Slash • Ninja Exploding Dragon Blast 
When hit, press AC • Ninja Buddha Reverse Blow 
When hit, press BD • Ninja Devil Reverse Blow 

(During Dash) ► YA + CD • Ninja Strike Dash 

Treachery 

>Y A ► + BCD • Ninja Earth Opener 
Y>-« + Slash • Ninja Exploding Dragon Blast 
^ Y > + Any • Ninja Monkey Dance 
► Y A + CD • Ninja Exploding Atom Rash 

Chivalry 
YA ►♦Slash • Twirling Flame 

► -« AYA^ + AC • Toad Plague 
YA-« + Slash • Tsunami Crunch 

(During Jump) Y + A • Smoldering Blood Pounce 

Treachery 

► Y A + Slash • Twisting Heavens 
YA-*YA-«+C • Eight Coil Serpent 
^►T*■► + C • Kyoshiro Jig 
►AYA-.+Slash -Lion Tail Blast 

Keif to Moves 
While this game is not overly difficult, there are a few 

things you should know before testing your skills at 
Samurai Shodown III, and here they are... Jt rkIVTO MOVES 

Slash: Buttons A, B or C 
AC: Buttons A and C together 
BD: Buttons B and D together 

• All moves are for characters facing right. 
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GAMING GOSSIP 
Will the Ultra 64 be delayed?... Coin-ops head to PC... 
EA and Sony Compete... Sega Supports Saturn... 
New Ultra 64 Add-ons... 

...Welcome one and all to the greatest gossip sheet in the gaming biz! The Q is back once again with the inside dirt that 
only yours truly can dig up. We’ve got some super rumors this month, with plenty of speculation surrounding all of the 
major systems and new info on some of the hottest games you haven’t played...Just as we go to press, the Q phoned in 
this hot piece of news off the rumor wire: The Ultra 64 may be delayed until August in the States. While you can’t exactly 
say this is surprising, Nintendo did make some pretty strong statements regarding the release just a couple of months ago 
at Shoshinkai. The Q hears that Nintendo is rethinking its launch strategy and is considering putting the breaks on to make 
sure that a wide selection of softs are on store shelves when the hardware hits. Not a bad idea Nintendo, although you’ll 
find me playing a U64 the minute it hits the street in Japan—it’s too good to wait... 

...While we’re on the subject of the Ultra, the Q has heard that the big “N” is considering a special cassette system that will 
incorporate a modem and Internet access. Although no specifics have been confirmed, insiders are speculating that 
Nintendo is close to inking a deal with the ex-SGI founder responsible for Netscape. While NOA is tight-lipped, yours truly 
did manage to learn from Nintendo of Japan PR that such a device is in the works with a U.S. Internet company...As far as 
the 64-Bitter’s software is concerned, look for Killer Instinct 2 to be one of the machine’s launch titles. Also, the KI2 cart 
will come packed with the original game as well on the same 64-Meg soft...GoldenEye for the U64 probably won’t make it 
to market until late ’96...Look for LucasArts to follow up its Shadows of the Empire game with another 3-D fighting game 
featuring Star Wars characters. A source close to the project described scenes of head-to-head battle with lightsabers, fly¬ 
ing drones and other futuristic weapons. I can’t wait...Also look for Williams to support the U64 in a big way with Doom, 
Cruisin’ USA, Ultimate MK3, Wargods and an untitled basketball game (not NBA Jam)...Time Warner Interactive will dish 
up Wayne Gretzky Hocket for the Ultra...Id is developing Quake for Nintendo’s next-gen console, although the Q-Mann 
couldn’t determine if Williams will market the conversion... 

...Will there or won’t there? That’s the question surrounding whether or not a pack-in game will accompany the Ultra when 
it gets its Stateside rollout. Some insiders argue that it just won’t happen if Nintendo hopes to make its announced $250 
price point. However, one piece of gossip the Q was able to dig up is that each system will include a memory card and 
controller...Yours truly has once again received info from some insider sources who report that Capcom is hard at work on 
Street Fighter III. The Q-Mann has learned that the game is being developed on Ultra hardware and will feature textured 
polygon fighters from the previous games as well as new characters from other Capcom games...Look for new versions of 
Street Fighter to appear on the PS and Saturn later this year...Capcom is also looking at introducing Mega Man to the 
Sony system, although a design team has yet to be assigned to the project... 

...In other gaming news from the frontlines, the Quartermann has learned that NEC has developed a 3-D board that will be 
used with Windows 95 to power up the PC’s game-playing abilities. Namco and NEC are working together to bring Live 
Racers, Tekken 2 and Air Combat 22 to the PC, with the board expected to debut within the next couple of months...The Q 
has heard a rumor that Sony and EA aren’t exactly happy campers right now. Seems the launch of several key EA Sports 
titles such as Madden and NHL Hockey ’96 have met with various delays whije Sony continues to reap the rewards of the 
superb football and hockey softs for the PlayStation...In other EA news, the company has divested itself of 3DO 
stock/development, while the U.S. console upstart is set to jump into the software market in a big way with the 
$100,00Q,000 cash infusion from new partner Matsushita... 

...Another American hardware producer that is now focusing on the softer side of the business, Atari has recently slashed 
its Jaguar development staff as it slashes the price of the Jag itself. With the unit now officially hitting store shelves as the 
low-end, next-gen machine, and Atari emphasizing PC development, the Q has to question the future for Atari’s latest con¬ 
sole...Seems reports circulating on the Net that Sega may not support the Saturn are completely false. Sega is currently 
ramping up development of a load of titles, including the long-awaited debut of Sonic in all his 32-Bit glory! While some are 
placing their bets on the PlayStation or waiting to see if the Ultra can deliver on the promises made at Shoshinkai, Sega 
has quietly converted new users with some blistering softs like Virtua Fighter 2 and Sega Rally and the promise of more to 
come. At $399, the machine was alarmingly pricey for the mainstream, but the Q gives the big “S" a thumbs up for its 
lower price and building selection of softs... 

...That wraps it up for this installment of the Quartermann story...look for more 
info from the inside of the gaming biz in the next issue of EdIf and check out 
my special reports all month on the NUKE InterNETWORK on the Internet at 
http://www.nuke.com - it’s the best gaming info money can’t buy... 
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Get ready fbr one serious 

See-Pood Cocktail. 

its GEX, your biag-mimcihing, 

tongue-lashing alter-ego. Oh yeah, we got 

Hungry-Man portions of pop-culture 

cheese all right. With late night TV freaks 

like Gamera and Flatulence Man. But 

its our special sauce—over 300 hilarious 

one-liners and sound effects from H30: 

'111 III _ 

wswbisbhe? 

_i 
§j;xxxxx__ 
ixxxx “ 

NEW for 

Sega Saturn™ 
and. the 

PlayStation™ 
game console., 



TRICK OF TMF MONTH 

JCORF Bid WITH A CONTROUFR 
FROM INTFRaCT ACCFtfORlF* 
4M0 F Alyl I Everyone who sends in tricks to the Trickman has 

a chance of winning either an SNPROPAD, 
SGPROPAD-6, SNPROGRAMPAD or SGPROGRAMPAD-2! We’re looking 
for a few good tricks, and if you send us a whopper, you’ll be eligible to win 
our TRICK OF THE MONTH sweepstakes! If you win, you’ll score your name 
in print, the Interact Accessories controller and a free game for the (allow¬ 
able) system of your choice! You’ll only find contests like this in the pages of 
the Biggest and Best Video Game Mag, Electronic Gaming Monthly! 
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NFL 
GAMEDAY 

a new game with new 
teams and options. This 

die of play, without turning 
off or resetting the Play¬ 
Station. When a play is fin¬ 
ished, pause the game and 
press L2 to get the 
Substitution Screen. When 
you are here, press LI, L2, 
R1, R2, SELECT and 
START at the same time. 
The game will go back to 
the Main Menu Screen, 
where you may choose dif¬ 
ferent options. 

SEGA RALLY 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

NFL GameDay 

In Sega Rally, choose 
the Time Attack Option. 
Once you do this, play a 
race from start to finish. 

Time Attack Menu Screen, 

replaying your race. 
Choose this option. During 
the replay press DOWN+ 
Z+LEFT Shift button to 

Z+RIGHT Shift button to 

control of car size. 
Greg Krykewycz 

Langhorc, PA 
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CYBER1.A. 

11 intense arcade action sequences 
Mind bending puzzles 

Danger neuer looked so good. 
This is the most incredible gaming experience ever. will ever be the same. Characters so complex that 

Dolby sound, music and full-screen cinematic they'll become a part of your life, 
motion so realistic that you'll lose yourself in the year 2027. It's an epic adventure, more than two years in the 
Puzzles and plot lines so intriguing that no two games making. The real danger is that you might miss it. 



myst* 
SYSTEM: Saturn 

When the Title Screen 
appears for MYST saying, 
“Press Start," press and hold 
the top LEFT Shift and 
RIGHT Shift buttons on the 

PUBLISHER: Sega 

first controller. While holding these, 
press the START and A buttons simul¬ 
taneously. The game'll reset and even¬ 
tually you will see a new Title Screen 
called, ‘The Making of Myst." You’ll 
see exactly how they put it together! 

THE MAKING 

MYST 

Enter the 

CYBER1A. 

Virtual Vacation 

Sweepstakes 

and you may win a 
4 day, 3 night trip 

for 2 to Los Angeles. 

Experience: 

Air Combat USA” 

Virtual World8 

Universal Studios Holfywood' 

Interplay Corporate Offices 

Enter at these 
exclusive locations... 

...-EBfcfe— 
XJ 

Waldensoftware' 

CHEAT SHEET: 

The Making of Myst 



Novastorm 



Save The Soul of Rock and Roll) 
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GUNS. 

B MBS. 

TYRANTS. 

The evening news 

or a new game? 

MAX. -tt. 
'URSk 







Is 
Quarterback Club for the PlayStation, 
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The Controller 

only eight-direction control and is digital, 
the only way to make small precise 
movements is with an analog stick, 
which isn’t on the standard controller. 
It’s not that easy to just add a second 

of the controller for handy access and 
use. The only way to have more outside 
area is to add another arm, which 

Unfortunately, as we’ll see in April, 
when we’ll want to purchase a second 
(or third or fourth) controller for all those 
great multiplayer games, it will come at 
a much higher cost than what we are 

STARFOX 64. 

different viewing angle (four total). 
By pressing two adjacent buttons, 

S ® S E 5S 
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SKIM UP 
SIOSIIWW 

whether they thought 
Nintendo would take ovi 
the game market. 

Trip Hawkins, President 
of 3D0 

‘The Ultra is the best 
of the 32-Bit machines. 
[Ed...32-Bit?] Well we'll put 
it this way. It uses an MIPS 

are higher performance 
processors in the R4000 
family that are 64-Bit 
processors. The reality is 

[mMhdtc]'dThew^thilg 

as iSFizzxr 

Hi... 

The Prez Speaks! 

subjects straight Super Famicom. Before that 
tmauchi. there was the first TV game 

boom. Then it disappeared. 

H 
Why only two games at 

fooled. Teamwork is also 

game memory, music and 

30 



SUING UP SNQSNINKM 

jump: allay fears that the 64-Bit system 
was turning into vaporware and also 
tout the system as a revolutionary new 

Did Nintendo pull it off? Looking back, 
the show elicited mixed emotions from 
industry officials who attended. While 
most bought into the machine’s technical 
superiority, the lack of playable games 
caused many to hedge their bets on the 
system’s ultimate success. 

Missing in action 
In what can best be described as a 

multimillion-dollar striptease act, Nintendo 
shed layers covering up its top-secret 
system...only to reveal a fur coat, jumpsuit 
and longjohns underneath. 

Actual Nintendo 64 gameplay was 
limited to two games: Super Mario 64 and 
Kirby Ball 64. The reasoning, according to 

who attended the show believed enough 
was shown to satisfy most gamers’ 

“I wish there were more games you 
could get a hands-on opportunity with,” 
said Mike Meyers, Data East's director of 
product development. There are projects 
that have been announced to the press for 

which makes their absence all the 
more puzzling. 

“But what was shown—or what little was 
shown at the show—was very interesting.” 

Despite the thin software lineup, the 
“potential for great games” was evident 
just by looking at the game screens, said 
Jeff Mitchell, strategic account manager 
at RAMBUS. That company makes the 

Mitchell noted that only half of the CPU 

you could get o 

...But what was 
shown-or what little 

was shown at 
the show-was very 

interesting." 
Mike Meyers 
of Data East 
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mraoDucntM are representative of what the game 

will look like, but wherever possible, 
actual screens were used. At the end 
of the section, we couldn’t help but 

» MARIO KART 64* 
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STAR WARS SHADOW OF THE EIVIPIRE 
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SAVG BIG BUCKS! WITH ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY TODAY! | 

Sufc>ScPifc>a tfi fi“w and get a 
Hot only will jou get tHe Hottest v'ideo ga^e Mg VAt 
tefoPe it Hit5 tHe newsstands, gou'll s'50 get 500 
Hottest Tit’s of all Time. an exclusive guide racked witH info gou 

can't get elSewHere, and 
a trial cofy of All 

with gonr raid 
order! 

For Credit Cord Orders, Coll: 

800-846-8503 

©UK SUBSCRIPTION ONLINE A 



bazooHatone 
Color Me ‘Cool' Contest: 

“ChecK Me Out In My New Video 
1 Grand Prize: Fender Electric Guitar 

3 First Prizes: Choice of Game System; Sega Saturn, Sony 
PSX or 3D0 with accompanying Johnny Bazookatone title. 

15 Second Prizes: Johnny Bazookatone of 
your choice (Sega Saturn, Sony PSX or 3D0). 

25 Third Prizes: inflatable electric guitar 
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Coming soon for 
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“The first completely digi 
ever, making it a benchm; 
— Game Fan 

“With the new technique 
levels, this one is a definiti 
— EGM 

“A must-have for Saturn 
action fans.” 
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Zero Divide: 
An unrecoverable program error, causing a potential system crash. 

The first truly complete 3D, 360' Fighting game 
Superbly detailed graphics, unprecedented fighter control, high 

quality soundtrA'awesqroe.d|pth an.d challenge are all combined 
to give you the most cqmplefefighJing g?mB evr.prif.nrp aua«ahi» 

Select four completely different ca 
angles, including an innovative pel 
from the fighters viewpoint and a 
360° vieweven in replay mode 

# 

ZOOM 
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4 OUT OF 5 
COMBAT PILOTS SURVEYED 

PICKED IT AS THEIR 

OF CHOICE... 
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The CSSSjbm fighting 
garife’lpfa on 

[MarvalMraten is 
■Vfinal!yfe>ming hdrfie.iThis 
translatiorfis exjBvely for 

f the SSOra, and $ jg is a 
fledt-exact tranrfa|l>n of 
the coin-op. ■ 

TheigameplajnshMic , 

done with rotationSgn the 
joystick, Ala fireball and>*> 
Dragon.Punches. Capnom. 
wmS^yeloped' thjs' game; 

fighters to leap high on 
the screen, as well as block 
while flying. This allows lots 
of opportunities for juggle 
combos and more tactics to 
tear apart your foe. There is; 

list Qtr. '96| Moderate] 

Acclaim | 1 or 2 
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scenery and obstacles is m 
a big concern, you don’t 
have to adjust your height. 
But in the cluttered levels, 
your height buttons will be 

"Helicopter sims have 
come a long way since 



Now | Moderate | 

| CD-ROM | Action |100%| 

Good Insect-Eating Fun 

seking player. 

"Unless the Jaguar has e 

version on the way, Gex 
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A LITTLE TOO REAL 

» 7? ' 
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WORLD SERIES VIRTUA VIRTUA SEGA RALLY 
BASEBALL" FIGHTER"2 COP" CHAMPIONSHIP 





Kawasaki 



| CD-ROM | Act/RPG 19511 
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Looking for a unique not your si 
game? Want some- even‘tens 

. thing a little different?,-, guitar! It’s 
JohnnkBazookatone might tpeworld i 
be what you are looking for. and peace 
Jourrfey through a prison, a Bazbbkatc 

. risk his life for Anita. Johijhy 
Bazookatone must fight his 
way through'eVOT,30 different 
levels of sSwenitered -".» 
characters, scenes and 



"The unique 
soundtrack gives 

Johnny a funky feel" 

i plethora of hidden 

January | Moderate 
i various 
i to find 

CD-ROM | Action | 851 

, Johnny Bazookatone. 
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§M January | Easy i 

ScTrom&II 
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WJBSSSSBW 
close to the surface as 
possible. This way you 
can focus primarily on £ ' many times; 

the planes and the attack 







January | Hard 

Vic Tokai 

| CD-ROM | Advent. 190% | 



CONFORMITY BYTES! 

SSI -/ p ' JBpt' t4ffSSk 
^ 'jBjftK rrEKr 
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have 

■ 11sm enjoyed 
* graphic 

adventures like Myst 
and Return to Zork, 
Alien Virus is a must 
to check out!" 



THIS MAN’S DYING WORDS WERE “PROTECT ME” 

He died while clutching his neck to utter those words, utterly too late. At peace 
now in his postmortem state, he was a beaten, emaciated man trying to leave the 
town of Silverload. No one seems to know exactly what befell him, and not much 
was learned from the delirious rambling that came from his painfully parched 
lips. He spoke of vampires and vultures feasting on his legs, and something 
about cannibalistic children. Of course, we don’t have a clue as to what he 
was talking about... 

e’ll be waiting for you. The folks at Silverload. , 

PlayStation 
SILVERLOAD is also available for PC CD-ROM 

~f VIC TOKAI INC. 



Now | Moderate | 







Hollywood Animation Standards 

Killer CD Sounds 

Exotic Cast Of Characters 

Fighting To Live For 

Gameplay To Die For <■*? 

NYR 22904 Lotkness Ave.,Torrance, CA 90501 ^ ' ** 
Tel (310) 326-8880 fox (310)326-8300 MHM 



Now | Moderate] 

•thoughts. 

jfElectroni^rtsI „ 
|C^R0M^V/Ad\ im 



THEilE ASiE SliLLlOiSS OF PLAflEIS !is) THE GALAX/. 

MASiS OF I HEM SUPPOSE! ! NS ELLICE NS LIFE. 

SOME OF 'IHEM MAY Y!5H SO VISE! EAJHH, 

SOME MAS k'ISH SO SSAS, 

SHE'S MAS EYEH GES POSHS AOOOS IS, 

SCSiE'i SHEM, 



"The humorous 
enemies and objects 
in this game put it 
well above other 
shooting games? 

Grandly 
with A Gooey 

114 B3A 



Mental Block? 
!fj If old puzzle games leave you feeling flat, 
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January | Moderate] 

ReadySoft | 1 

| CD-ROM |FMV Adv.| 90% | 
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rms is a fast-paced game of strategy, wits and reflexes. We’re 
: hooked that we’re dishing out a free taste of Worms just for 

Check out the Worms web-site 
www.worfns.com/garneJp.get: 
FREE fully playable version 
of the first two levels ofjhis 
addictive adventure for your PC 

Multiple 1 
Platforms | 

action | 

Interplay 

1 | N/A | 



| CD-ROM 

SunSoft | CD-ROM | 

| Here’s a really early look at 
Capcom’s Werewolf: the 
Apocalypse. This game is 
based on White Wolf s role- 
playing series of the same PlayStation 

of various werewolf families. 
This game will be released 
for both the PlayStation and 
the Saturn. 

Capcom 

wn 

1 Psygnosii 

I Act/RP^B 

|-\-| 



Next Wave 

Star in Japan) there are 
actually six different game 
in one. Other features in 
this cart include Kirby’s , 
ability to copy the powers 

There are 24 different 
powers but each is slightly 
different depending on whic 

\ 

\\c-M o® 
\ r0W: 

BH0i|r- On life ! 
of frnto^or Ifof fnrTte^j 

The ultimate fighting saga continues. 
This ain't some baby cartoon. It's so 
intense, you might lose control. ot'9'"aM°cec!!'Kor" 

That's okay, we won't tell 
anybody. s'we'c a0dm0'e' 

Mso available / 

KEAf£G4DE Sm4 



| Fighting 

| Sega of Japan | | 2nd Qtr. '96 ■ 

| Action | ^ | | CD-ROM | 30% | 

pndQtr/961' 

| Fighting B| 

SNK |282-Meg|' | 

I” ' 
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SUPER NES 

029 



Hhe differences between 
the 16-Bit and* 32-Bit 

versions of Triple Play are as 
shocking as night and day. 
Fortunately, it’s a shock for 

show by looking at the pla 
movement, such as the 

Complementing the 
players are the 3-D 
stadiums. Triple Play ’96 wil 
feature all 28 major-league 

players. The process i 

: this “Virtual Stadium” technology 

building each stadium! 

player sprites 
Not only does 





I BUSINESS REPLY MAIL I 
[FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 242 LOMBARD, ll_| 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

CYBERSPORTS 
P.O. BOX 1C 13 
LOMBARD. IL 60iaS-9627 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 

IF MAILED 

UNITED STATES 

1(800)846.8503 

cash in on 

super 
savings 

and 

score 
JDICf with 

the best 
electronic 

entertainment 
mags! 







PLAYSTATION 







Send your letters into ECM 
today or we will lire Candyman. 
You can reach ECM by writing 
to: Interlace, Letters to the Editor 
1920 Highland Avenue, m2 
Lombard, IL 60148 

This is your chance to become rich ami 
famous. At least famous. Not only will 
our editors answer questions on the 

il you think real hard and write a 

a big house...sorry I got carried away. 
Anyway, give it a try—what do you 

m □ 
www.nuke.com. 

Get 
CONNECTED!’ 

irTTfiTTOitH 
What is an unauthorized 
hint book? 

You can also reach the editors ol ECM 



Twisted Fan You'll Never 
Know! 

Why no rendered 
Neo'Geo games? 

E3A 137 



called SimCity Limited (SimTown in i play photo CDs and video stories. Third, SOJ 
has shorn prototypes of wording modems at 
a Japanese trade show. It is being talked 
about over here hut nothing is confirmed. 
Finally, SOJ has really gone way out and shown 
anew version ol Hitachi's Saturn that has a 
built-in llip-up color LCD screen. It also has 
an optional plug-in Global Positioning System 
module that can he used to intorm you where 
you are and shows your position on a street 
map! It will cost about $450. There are no U.S. 
plans lor this device. 

the end ol July. It will he pricey,, 
Keep watching ECM tor more 

heavenly body? What is coming out in 

Daren Oates 
Nashville, tn 

especially the Sim series. Do I 
go out and buy a computer or 

Nathan Renan 
Pittsburgh, PA 

There are a lot ol new periph¬ 
erals coming out in Japan Tor 
the Saturn. First ol all, did you 
see our review ol the Fighter 
stick last issue? This cool 

really goii 

B :-'VB 

yf «§. 
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BRE Software 
Credit Card Orders: (209) 432-2684 

24 Hour FAXBACK Information System: (209) 432-2644 
http://www.cybergate.com/~bre 

$5.00 OFF 
BRE Software . 

Send us your old games 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 









This Month in FUSION: The most antic 
system ever is finally revealed. If successful, th 
could rock the industry and the gaming public 

lated game 

Game Reviews: soon-to-be biockbus 
Donkey Kong Country 2, Sega Road Jjll 
your console systems. PC games reviewed 
Hexen, Stonekeep, Martian Chronicles, S 

The top five up-and-coming 
game producers: They may not 
well known yet, but they will be once 
success they will undoubtedly receive 

SAVE OVER 50% OFF THE REGULAR NEWSSTAND PRICE! 
Send 

($23 year Year PAYMENT ENCLOSED 

Beyond 
Bounds 

FUSION news, 
reviews insights 

FOR FASTESTSERVICE CALL: 1-800-846-8503 HAVEYOURVISA OR MASTERCARD READY... 



Sd don't just sit there. it's vauR mauE. 



.fclRONVUf - 
Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity, 
please visit us at www.refromags.com 

e from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
)(e from the Publishers themselves. 

iyone selling releases from 
pport them and do let us know. 


